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Background and scope of the research

Background of the research

Technology is creating entirely new ways of serving the existing needs of the customers and is significantly disrupting the value chain by improving 

the quality, speed, and price at which value is delivered. Challenger banks (FinTechs, non-traditional financial service providers, and neo-digital 

banks) are developing new products, services, and business models, impacting front- to back-office functions to compete with traditional banks. At 

the same time, regulators in Europe are pushing for open banking, thereby increasing API adoption among banks. 

The increasing competition and the growing adoption of digital channels are forcing traditional banks to adapt to new client processes and reinvent 

themselves. 

In this research, we analyze the customer-facing digital investments for 20 European retail banks. These banks have been mapped on Everest 

Group’s Digital Effectiveness Assessment model, which is a composite index of a range of distinct metrics related to each bank’s capability 

maturity and the resultant business outcomes. In this report, we focus on:

 Disruption in the UK and European retail banking sector

 Assessment of 20 leading European banks’ on Everest Group’s Digital Effectiveness Assessment model

 Identification of Digital Banking Leaders and their features across all assessment dimensions

 Snapshot of capability maturity and business outcomes of all European banks assessed on the Digital Effectiveness Assessment model

Scope of this report

 Industry: Retail banking

 Geography: Europe

 Enterprises: Includes 20 leading European banks, shortlisted on the basis of asset size as well as their focus on retail banking

Sources leveraged: Only publicly-available information (i.e., information from a consumers’ lens) has been used for the entire analysis in this 

report. Key sources include:

 Google Play and App Store

 Demos / consumer access for mobile apps and online platforms of the banks that are assessed

 Social media platforms – Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube

 Aggregators/tools – Alexa, App Anie, Likealyzer, SEMRush, SocialBlade, and Twitonomy

 Company filings and press releases (annual reports, investor presentations, SEC filings, etc.)
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Everest Group’s digital effectiveness assessment focuses on 

the consumer-facing interaction layer of digital technologies

Touch screens

Mobility BiometricsChat

Social mediaMulti-channel

Next-generation

UI/UX

Enabling layer

Integration challenge

 Standards

 Systems integration

 Agile/DevOps

 Automation

Interaction layer

Visualization Virtual reality

The assessment focuses on the consumer-focused initiatives in the “Interaction Layers” and only takes into account those aspects of digital 

functionality that a consumer could evaluate.

Cloud 

infrastructure
3D printingAnalytics Sensors

Software-as-a-

Service
Big data

Internet-of-

Things (IoT)

Cognitive/artificial 

intelligence
Cybersecurity

Source: Everest Group (2018)
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Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

 Rise of challenger banks, open banking, and demand for seamless experiences are three key disruption 

themes in the European and UK banking landscape

 The increasing competition and the growing adoption of digital channels are forcing traditional banks to 

adapt to new client processes and reinvent themselves

Disruption themes in 

the UK and European 

banking landscape

 Barclays, BBVA, BNP Paribas, HSBC, KBC Group, Lloyds, and Société Générale have emerged as 

Digital Banking Leaders, led by their ability to offer superior customer experiences, stronger customer 

engagement, and higher business growth

 Everest Group has also awarded BBVA, KBC Group, Nationwide, and Société Générale with the title of 

“Agile Performers”, owing to the strongest forward movement over time, demonstrated by these four 

banks on the Digital Effectiveness Assessment Model

Digital Effectiveness 

in Retail Banking | 

Focus on Banks in the 

UK and Europe

 Rise of challenger banks – Banks should adopt a human-centered design thinking approach to build 

useful, usable, and user-friendly experiences, in order to compete with challenger banks

 Open banking initiatives – Moving beyond compliance, banks should look to derive maximum value 

through API monetization, ecosystem orchestration, and launching innovative products

 Experience-first – Banks need to adopt a step-wise approach where-in they start with calibrating current 

customer satisfaction levels, benchmark current digital maturity with best-in-class enterprises, redesign 

user experience, and optimize their channel strategy

Implications for the 

UK and European 

retail banks

This report covers the key disruption themes in the UK and European banking landscape and provides implications that can help these 

banks pivot to an experience-first strategy. This report focuses on assessing front office digital effectiveness of 20 leading banks in the UK 

and Europe and map them on Everest Group’s Digital Effectiveness Assessment Model, which is a composite index of a range of distinct 

metrics related to each bank’s capability maturity and the resultant business outcomes. The report also highlights key attributes of Digital 

Banking Leaders and helps to identify investment areas that have enabled these Leaders to offer a superior customer experience. 

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:
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This study offers distinct chapters providing a deep dive into 

key attributes of Digital Banking Leaders; below are four 

charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Disruption themes in the UK and European banking landscape Digital Effectiveness Assessment model | Retail banks in Europe

Key attributes of Digital Banking Leaders Implications for retail banks – Adopt an experience-first strategy

Open banking

Experience first

Rise of challenger banks

Higher growth in deposits

Superior mobile banking application rankings

Higher number of mobile-based payment options2

Advantage in efficiency ratio

Wider portfolio of APIs launched in the market

17%

7%

2x

3%

1.5x

Curate 

experiences

 Adopt a human-centered design thinking approach to understand the stated and unstated needs of the 

customer

 Leverage data and analytics to build personalized experiences for customers across 

multiple channels

 Simplify business processes and drive automation to reduce the number of inputs any user needs to 

provide on an interface

 Strive to leverage data to provide more transparency to customers

 Build experiences that will integrate cognitive and human elements of design in a 

cohesive manner

 Build experiences/products that are usable. These should imbibe the principles of high learnability, 

consistency, and satisfaction

Build useful, usable,

and user-friendly 

experiences

Adopt a 

compliant-by-design 

approach

 Block non-compliant actions/transactions across interfaces by leveraging intelligent controls while 

designing/building application interfaces

 Build and measure experiences in quick sprints to continuously iterate at the speed of 

customer demand

 Keep the customer at the center of all design and development activities to ensure that all 

objectives/goals of business stakeholders are aligned to build superior customer experiences

Build agile teams with a 

culture of obsessive 

customer focus
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Lloyds

KBC Group

Barclays

Societe Generale

BNP Paribas
ING Group

Swedbank

RBS

Credit Mutuel

Commerzbank

Unicredit
Danske Bank

Credit Agricole

Nordea Bank

Deutsche Bank

Santander

RaboBank

Nationwide

UK banks

European banks

Agile Performers
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The report also provides a snapshot of capability maturity and 

business outcomes of all 20 banks in the UK and Europe 

assessed on the Digital Effectiveness Assessment Model
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Additional BFSI ITO research references

The following documents are recommended for additional insight into the topic covered in this report. The recommended documents either 

provide additional details on the topic or complementary content that may be of interest.

1. Enterprise Digital Adoption in Banking and Financial Services | Pinnacle Model™ Assessment 2018: Harnessing Artificial Intelligence for 

Digital Leadership (EGR-2018-31-R-2562); 2018. In this report, we understand enterprises’ digital strategies, by conducting a study of 55 banking and 

capital markets organizations across North America, Europe, the United Kingdom, and Asia Pacific. We identified 18 key dimensions in which 

enterprises are making investments for digital transformation, and further identified five key dimensions where Digital Pinnacle Enterprises™ in BFS 

differentiate and reap higher returns

2. Digital Enablers – State of Application Programming Interface (API) Adoption in Banking: The Open Banking Revolution 

(EGR-2017-11-R-2372); 2017. In this research, Everest group provides the definition and functioning of API and explores the evolving banking API 

ecosystem. The report also analyzes the state of API adoption and open banking initiatives of 13 leading BFS firms across Europe, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States using Everest Group’s proprietary assessment 

3. Digital Force Multiplier – A Cloud Adoption Story in Banking and Financial Services: Public Cloud First (EGR-2017-11-R-2315); 2017. In this 

research, Everest Group analyzes top 15 BFS enterprises across four geographies (Australia, Europe, United Kingdom, and United States) to 

understand the role of cloud technology in enhancing the digital experience. These BFS enterprises have been analyzed using Everest Group’s 

proprietary assessment framework, which is a composite index of a range of distinct metrics related to an enterprise investments in cloud technology 

and digital experience

Website: www.everestgrp.com | Phone: +1-214-451-3000 | Email: info@everestgrp.com

For more information on this and other research published by Everest Group, please contact us:
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Aaditya Jain, Senior Analyst: aaditya.jain@everestgrp.com

Pranati Goswami, Senior Analyst: pranati.goswami@everestgrp.com

Gaurav Karnaney, Assistant Manager:

Harsh Kapoor, Information Specialist:
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harsh.kapoor@everestgrp.com
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About Everest Group

Everest Group is a consulting and research firm focused on strategic IT, business 

services, and sourcing. We are trusted advisors to senior executives of leading 

enterprises, providers, and investors. Our firm helps clients improve operational 

and financial performance through a hands-on process that supports them in making 

well-informed decisions that deliver high-impact results and achieve sustained value. 

Our insight and guidance empower clients to improve organizational efficiency, 

effectiveness, agility, and responsiveness. What sets Everest Group apart is the 

integration of deep sourcing knowledge, problem-solving skills and original research. 

Details and in-depth content are available at www.everestgrp.com.
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